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1.   Programme Educational Objectives (PEOs) for Master of Business Administration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Programme Outcomes (POs) of Master of Business Administration (Regulations 2018) 

Master of Business Administration Graduates will be able to: 

PO1 An ability to understand the knowledge of functional areas of mathematics, economics, technology, law for 

integrative solutions to complex management problems. 

PO2 An ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints in 

the field of marketing, human resource, finance, production, system,  social, ethical, health and safely. 

PO3 Be able to apply advanced theory to synthesize and analyse the  problems by integrate information in the 

management process. 

PO4 An ability to identify the research areas and to design the research methods, data collection, applying the 

tools and interpret the data. 

PO5 Demonstrate a global perspectives and awareness of cultural and marketing differences that create impact 

on dynamics of international businesses 

PO6 Apply modern tools for computation, simulation and analysis of business problems. 

PO7 Ability to make effective strategic decisions that incorporate a comprehensive knowledge of the corporate, 

entrepreneurial environment and other business disciplines. 

PO8 
Possess the skills required to integrate concept from various disciplines to identify and develop business 

strategies to lead effectively in a team-based environment within the feasibility of economical and 

operational process. 

PO9 
An ability to communicate effectively in terms of oral, written, report preparations and presentations 

PO10 Recognize the need for, have the preparation and ability to engage in independent life-long learning. 

PO11 An ability to keep abreast the latest development in the management education principles and practices with 

professional code of conduct, ethics and contribute to community development. 

PO12 An Ability to learn independently to overcome the challenges and utilize the opportunity by making 

corrective measures. 

PSO1 
Research Culture: An ability to cultivate the research skills among the students in finance, marketing, 

human resource, production, system, other management and interdisciplinary areas to address social and 

industrial issues. 

PSO2 Core Values: An ability to develop industry ready managers, administrators and entrepreneurs with ethical 

and core values, to need for the society and organizational growth. 

PEO1. (Creative Managers) - Graduates of the program can face the emergent global 
challenges in management. 

 

PEO2. (Career opportunity) -Graduates will have competent and skill to adapt the 
professional career. 

 

PEO3. (Continuous learning) -Graduates will persist to learn the value based 
education and to adapt in business. 

 

PEO4. (Service to Industry) - Graduates will develop effective interaction between 
industry and institute for mutual benefits. 

 

PEO5. (Services to Society)- Graduate will create ethical environment towards 
research and innovative ideas for long term benefits to the society. 

 
 



I - SEMESTER 

Sub code Name of the Subject Course Outcomes 

BA18111 Principles  of Management 

On Completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand the  fundamentals of Management thoughts and the conceptual 

frame work of Management  

2. Discuss the various concepts of planning,  MBO and Strategy  to help 

solving managerial problems  

3. Understanding concepts of organizing, Delegation and  Decision making. 

4. Study and understand management concepts and styles in Leading. . 

Develop understanding about controlling  and emerging concepts in management 

thought and philosophy 

BA18112 Managerial Economics 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Make optimal decision making by integrating the concepts of economics 

with business. 

2. Take decision making with the help of   demand and supply analysis  

3. Understand  the production and cost function 

4. Understand the macroeconomic and they can forecast their business 

Adopt with economic transition 

BA18113 Organizational Behavior 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand the purpose of studying organizational behavior. 

2. Identify the behavior of individual in an organization and causes to react 

differently to the same situations, by different employee. 

3. Identify the group behavior in the organization and techniques followed to 

interact with each others 

4. Acquire the knowledge of leadership style and its role in the organization 

5. Understand the organization system by learning the dynamic of 

organizational behavior 

BA18114 Accounting for Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 
1. Understand the fundamentals of accounting.  

2. Prepare   cost sheet under different methods costing.. 

3. Analyze the financial statement towards flow of funds. 
4. Prepare a report on the budget to control financial activities 

Keep the management practices towards computerized accounting system 

BA18115 Legal Aspects  of Business 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand the role of Indian contract Act in India 

2. Understand the Knowledge about Hire purchase business and sale of goods 

act1932  

3. Understand and learn the company creation and related rules and regulation 

in India. 

4. Understand various provisions related to Bonus issue, wages, and salary 

administration. 

5. Analyze various case studies and different kind of new business rules and 

regulation. 

BA18116 Business Ethics  

On the completion of the course students can able to: 

1. Understand the basic concepts of business ethics  

2. Summarize the various theories s of business and Personnel Ethics 

3. Understand various concepts related to professional ethics and corporate 

responsibility towards society. 

4. Understand the need of ethics in various functional areas. 

5. Acquire the different issues  of Technology and managing privacy issues 

ethics 

MA18137 
Quantitative Techniques for 

Business 

On Completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

 Know the basic concepts of probability and its distributions. 

 Develop their skills in analysis of variance in business. 

 Analyze the theory of samples and obtain the  inferences by using the testing 

of hypothesis methods. 

 Know non–parameter test in business research. 

 Analyze the interpolation techniques, correlation and regression in business 



applications. 

BA18121 

Managerial Communication & 

Presentation  Techniques - 

Practical 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Develop their  skills required for effective communication   

2. Communicate easily with work environment 

3. Easily prepare reports for their business 

4. Design their business advertisement. 

5. Understand and  deliver the presentation skill 

HR18041 Career Building Skills - I 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand fundamentals of  English.  

2. Develop the techniques for effective communication. 

3. To practice skills required for a manger.  

4. Solve quantitative problems of  the basic Statistical measures of speed 

maths and number system. 

5. Solve reasoning problems. 

 

II-SEMESTER 

Sub Code Name Of The Subject Course Outcomes 

BA18211  Operations Management  

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Acquire the fundamental knowledge in operation management 

2. Apply forecasting techniques to improve the production process 

3. Provide quality  work by analyzing the complex problem in the supply chain 

system 

4. Familiarize with the product, services and work system to improve production 

5. Understand the role and importance of material management and its 

techniques to effective handling 

MA18232 
 Operations Research for 

Management 

On Completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

 Know the scope and role of OR in business administration and formulation of 

a managerial decision problem into a mathematical model and apply various 

methods to optimize the linear programming problem. 

 Analyze the minimum transportation cost and assignment cost to produce 

maximum profit in business. 

 Construct an effective project design by CPM and apply the concept of PERT 

for a real time project to analyze completion time. 

 Ensure the control over the production management, inventory control 

systems is applied. 

 Know the concept of sequencing of machines to optimize the total elapsed 

time, idle time of the machines by applying in business. 

BA18213  Financial Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Summarize the fundamentals of financial management 

2. Explore investment decision tools used by finance managers 

3. Illustrate various tools adopted to take organizational finance decisions 

4. Explain about dividend policy and decisions to the students 

5. Describe about capital management to students. 

BA18214  Marketing Management  

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand the concept of marketing and its relationship with other functions 

of marketing. 

2. Analyze the marketing strategies for industrial consumers and services 

marketing. 

3. Acquire the knowledge on product planning and development towards market 

segmentation. 

4. Aware of buyer behavior and other factors influencing to acquire customer. 

5. Prepare the marketing research report  to  take decisions. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1.  Understand the employment relations and knowledge to resolve the issues. 

2. Appreciate role of HR specialist for implementing HRM policies.  



 

BA18215 

 

Human Resource Management  

3. Know the various tools and techniques of promoting HR  in ethical manner. 

4. Managing the manpower to motivate and attract them to retain in the 

organization. 

5. Develop the responsibility of employer and legal system to manage the 

employment relations 

BA18216 

 

 

  

 

Information Technology in 

Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1.  Familiarize with the basic information concepts and technologies used in 

busines environment. 

2.  Know the different classification of system software and application software. 

3.  Identify the better processes for developing and implementing Information 

Technology. 

4.  Apply information technology in functional areas and hierarchical levels 

        5.  Acquire the skills of different role of information Technology in 

business organizations. 

BA18217  Business Research Methods 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand  the fundamental of research methods 

2. Define  research problem, research  design, data collection,  

3. Explain fundamental methods and techniques of social science  

4. Understand and describe ethical dimensions.  

5. Take better decision on the business related issues and problems 

BA18221 
 Computer Applications In 

Management -Practical 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Create word document and power point presentation.  

2. Create spreadsheet using Excel  

3. Execute  various mathematical function and statistical Function in 

excel 

4. Execute various date function and text function and look up function in 

excel 

5. Enter accounting statement using accounting software. 

HR18042  Career Building Skills – II 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Enhanced skills on interview and Group discussion  

2. Develop the skills on presentation skills 

3. Understand business etiquette and ethics required for a manger.  

4. Solve quantitative problems Statistical measures such as area, volumes 

5. Find out solutions to reasoning problems. 

 

III-SEMESTER 

Sub code Name of the Subject Course Outcomes 

BA18311 Strategic Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Summarize the fundamental concept of strategy and process 

2. Explore the competitive advantage of strategic management  

3. Illustrate the Various strategy Formulation and choice 

4. Summarize the methods of strategy implementation and Evaluation  

5. Summarize the Other strategic Issues. 

BA18362 

 

Services Marketing 
On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1.    Specific the fundamentals of marketing thoughts and the conceptual frame 

work of Management services marketing. 

2.     Discuss the various concepts of service marketing opportunities ,  

Environment, trends  and Service expectation  to help solving Marketing problems. 

3.    Take decision making with the help of service design and development. 

4.    Measure the Service delivery and channels. 

5. Adopt with service strategies trends. 

BA18363 
Brand Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Specific the purpose of studying the brand management. 

2. Take decision making with the help of Brand positioning. 



3. Summarize  the elements of brand equity and brand image. 

4. Show the concepts of brand identity. 
5. Acquire knowledge of brand extension and valuation. 

BA18366 Retail Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to  

1. Understand the various functions of retail business. 

2. Familiarize the consumer behaviour for decision making in different stages. 

3. Develop the branding strategy in retailing. 

4. Influences the various pricing and promotion strategies in retailing. . 

5. Acquire the knowledge of operations and customer relations management  in 

retail sector. 

BA18367 Security Analysis & Portfolio 

Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to 

1. Explain the various investment avenues  

2. Discuss the details of securities market 

3.  Evaluate the stock market using fundamental analysis  

4. Use technical analysis to evaluate the stock market  

5. Practice the fund management by using different portfolio systems 

BA18368 Commercial  Banking and 

Insurance  Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to 

1. Acquire the knowledge of banking and financial institutions operations. 

2. Understand the various lending techniques adopted in banking. 

3. Identify the functions and services of insurance. 

4. Access the various pension scheme of insured persons. 

5. Analyze the settlement of general insurance programs. 

BA18372 Merchant  Banking & 

Financial Services 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1.  Gather the foundations of merchant banking and regulations of SEBI while 

handling Financial Services. 

2. Ability to manage the Public Issues.  

3. Ability to provide Fee Based and Fund Based Financial Services. 

4.Gather the Knowledge of leasing and hire purchase system 

5. Ability to manage all type of consumer credit and financing options 

BA18373 
Industrial Relations & Labour 

Welfare 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Known the industrial relations and function of Trade Union 

2. Acquire the different industrial conflicts and strikes 

3. Acquire the knowledge about code of discipline and grievance handling 

4. Gather the different labour welfare schemes 

5.  Identify the various safety provision and causes of accidents. 

BA18377 

  

 

 

Human Resource 

Development 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Interprets the role and competencies of HR Professionals.  

2. Attained the knowledge about HRD Program analysis. 

3. Show s the process of HRD. 

4. Classify the  knowledge about Management development concepts. 

5. Summarize the issues and challenges in Strategic HRD. 

BA18378 

 

Organizational Development 

and Change     

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1.Familiar with the basic theories of “change management,” 

2. Develop an awareness and fundamental knowledge of the need for 

change 

3.Develop decision making skill of  leadership issues and role of the 

leader in organizational change 

4. Expand  critical thinking and analytical skills. 
5. Improve the organizational development strategy 

BA18322 
 Data Analysis lab  

On completion of this course , the students will be able to 

1. Practice basic statistical applications 

2. Use descriptive statistics for analysis 

3. Practice various statistical tools of research 

4. Use bivariate and multivariate analytical tools. 
5. Execute non-parametric analytical tools. 



HR18323 Career Building Skills - III 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Prepare Resume  

2. Develop the Presentation Skills 

3. Enhance Interview skills 

4. Solve quantitative problems statistics measures such as  Time Speed 

and Trains Problems 
5. Find out solution to Reasoning Problems. 

 

IV-SEMESTER 

Sub code Name of the Subject 

 

Course Outcomes 

 

BA18411  Entrepreneurship Development 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

    1.Ability to recognize a business opportunity that fits the individual student 

    2. Demonstrate the understanding of how to launch the individual's entrepreneurial 

career. 

    3.Gain the knowledge about preparation of Business plan and project 

    4.Ability to know the Government regulation and procedure for starting enterprise 

    5.Help the student to management of enterprise 

BA18412 
 International Business 

Management  

On completion of this course , the students will be able to 

1. Acquire the knowledge of international business environment. 

2. Aware of various organizations for international trade promotions. 

3. Identify the various modes for international business expansion. 

4. Develop the marketing mix with financial assistant. 

5. Practice of training and development on human resources. 

BA18421  Comprehension 

On completion of this course , the students will be able to 

1. Develop their organisational skills required for management. 

2. Illustratess the HR and financial skills. 

3. Easily prepare report for their business. 

4. Design the role of strategic way in their business. 
5. Understand and deliver the entrepreneur skills. 

BA18422 
 Seminar – Emerging Trends in   

 Management 

On completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Develop their oral communication and presentation skills in various 

topics. 

2. Apply principles of ethical leadership, collaborative 

engagement, socially responsible behavior, respect for diversity in an 

interdependent world, and sustain local and global communities. 

3.  Effective sharing of knowledge, practices and technologies in 

support of the implementation 

4.  Learning and knowledge exchange among seminar  participants 

through interdisciplinary discussions 

5. Help the knowledge in problem solving skill 

BA18423  Project Work 

On Completion of this course, the student will be able to: 

1. Identify the Industry problems and to find out the research oriented 

solutions. 

2. Get the industrial exposure through addressing various industrial 

problems. 

3. Enhance the collective skills between theoretical knowledge and real 

time problem implementations. 

4. Gain knowledge on finance, human resources, marketing production and 

society at large. 

5. Apply the solutions for the problems identified. 
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